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QUESTION 1

Which two options are Loop-Free Alternate design considerations? (Choose two) 

A. MPLS TE must be enabled because it is used for building the backup paths 

B. Backup coverage and effectiveness is dependent on the network topology 

C. It can simplify the capacity planning by matching the backup path with the post- convergence path 

D. It provides an optional backup path by avoiding low bandwidth and edge links 

E. It can impact SLA-sensitive appliance by routing traffic to low bandwidth links while IGP convergence is in progress 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

An enterprise network has two core routers that connect to 200 distribution routers and uses full-mesh iBGP peering
between these routers as its routing method. The distribution routers are experiencing high CPU utilization due to the
BGP process. Which design solution is the most effective? 

A. Increase the memory on the distribution routers 

B. Increase the memory on the core routers 

C. Implement route reflectors on the two core routers 

D. Increase bandwidth between the core routers 

E. Implement eBGP between the core and distribution routers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which aspect is a significant disadvantage of containers? 

A. Security 

B. Time to deploy 

C. Inefficiency 

D. Reduced operational overhead 

E. Resource consumption 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A data center provider has designed a network using these requirements 

Two data center sites are connected to the public internet 

Both data centers are connected to different Internet providers 

Both data centers are also directly connected with a private connection for the internal traffic can also be at this direct
connection The data center provider has only /19 public IP address block 

Under normal conditions, Internet traffic should be routed directly to the data center where the services are located. 

When one Internet connections fails to complete traffic for both data centers should be routed by using the remaining
Internet connection in which two ways can this routing be achieved? (Choose two) 

A. One /20 block is used for the first data center and the second /20 block is used for the second data center. The /20
block from the local data center is sent out without path prepending and the /20 block from the remote data center is
sent out with path prepending at both sites 

B. One /20 block is used for the first data center and the second /20 block is used for the second data center. Each /20
block is only sent out locally. The /19 block is sent out at both Internet connections for the backup case to reroute the
traffic through the remaining internet connection 

C. One /20 block is used for the first data center and the second /20 block is used for the second data center. The /20
block from the local data center is sent out with a low BGP local preference and the /20 block from the remote data
center is sent out with a higher BGP local preference of both sites 

D. BGP will always load-balance the traffic to both data center sites 

E. One /20 block is used for the first data center and the second /20 block is used for the second data center. The /20
block from the local data center is sent out with a low BGP weight and the /20 block from the remote data center is sent
out with a higher BGP weight at both sites 

F. The data center provider must have an additional public IP address block for this routing 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 5

In a VPLS design solution, which situation indicates that BGP must be used instead of LDP in the control plane? 

A. MAC address learning scales better through BGP 

B. BGP supports VPLS interworking 

C. Pseudowire configuration overhead is reduced 

D. There are no full-mesh pseudowire due to the route reflection feature of BGP 

Correct Answer: A 
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